Using a Model Text: Cause/Effect Essay

• They are examples of good writing
Why do we use model texts?

• They help us see examples of organization, types of
sentences, transitions and so on.

• It’s a visual way of learning essay writing
Underline the “hook”. What do the first 3 sentences tell the reader?

High-light the thesis.

There are over a thousand high schools in California. Certainly, all California high
schools are not the same. For instance, some are more difficult than others. In some
schools, one doesn’t even need to speak English. So how can we compare students to
each other when there are so many contrasting factors? One solution is an exit exam which
provides many useful effects.
First, exit exams help insure that a high school diploma has a consistent value. On
top of passing classes, students will have to pass an exit exam. The exam covers
necessary skills like critical thinking and basic math skills that individuals need for the
future. Furthermore, exit exams allow students to be compared more precisely. Employees
and universities to look at the true skills of a student, not just grades in their classes. These
effects will help students be evaluated fairly.

Will the essay
focus on causes or
effects?

What transition
words are used in
the body
paragraphs?

Not only do exit exams create fair evaluations, they can improve education. Testing
can motivate a student to take their studies seriously. Knowing that an exam is at the end
of high school, students will study which will improve education. Also, these exams can
also provide feedback for teachers. Schools can evaluate areas of weakness within their
student body and seek to improve those specific skills.
Next, schools as a whole can improve as well. Exit exams will encourage schools
to provide intentional education that focuses on the student. Every school is different and
has a different body of students. The exam will help equalize schools, but also allow
schools to focus on the needs within their specific student-body. For example, schools with
a diverse language background can hone in on the specific needs and then focus on those
skills.
High school exit exams can help students become more competent. With these
exams, we can improve student studies, education, and schools overall. Although the exit
exams would make it more difficult for some students to graduate, it will equalize
graduation requirements. Education should be focused on all students. The effects of
educational requirements have to consider each student.

What is the concluding thought?

Underline the
sentence that
summarizes the
essay’s key
points.

Using a Model Text: Cause/Effect Essay
Looking at independent paragraphs:
Body Paragraph #1:
High-Light the topic
sentence.
In your own words, what is
the topic of this paragraph?

First, exit exams help insure that a high school diploma has a
consistent value. On top of passing classes, students will have to pass
an exit exam. The exam covers necessary skills like critical thinking and
basic math skills that individuals need for the future. Furthermore, exit
exams allow students to be compared more precisely. Employees and
universities to look at the true skills of a student, not just grades in their
classes. These effects will help students be evaluated fairly.

High-light the concluding sentence.
*Concluding sentences help summarize your paragraph and make your topic clear.

Conclusion:
1.
2.
3.

In a conclusion you should:
restate your thesis.
summarize your main points.
Finish with a “concluding
thought”

“number” each part of the
conclusion.

High school exit exams can help students become more
competent. With these exams, we can improve student studies,
education, and schools overall. Although the exit exams would make
it more difficult for some students to graduate, it will equalize
graduation requirements. Education should be focused on all
students. The effects of educational requirements have to consider
each student.

What do you think?
Do you agree with the author’s Main points? Why or why not?
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English as a Second Language

H e ll o !
H i!
He y !
We lc ome !
Wh at ’s u p?
H o w ’s it g o ing?

Thanks for supporting a fellow teacher! I’m Kim & I love teaching all
things ESL / ELL related. My goal is to help second language learners
feel comfortable, safe, and confident. If they leave the classroom
feeling like someone believes in them, then I’ve done all that matters.

Please feel free to use this resource for all of YOUR classes &
education needs. However, please do not share with other teachers or
post in shared-folders. It’s greatly appreciated!

@theeslgirl
#theeslgirl

Post your students using one of my
resources & tag @theeslgirl for a
repost!

